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son et a/., 1974). Lists of abundances and isotopes ratIos have been given by Engvold ,'f d/ 
(1974). The following list gives the references of recent abundance determinations: 

He - Hirshberg (I973); Li - Brault er aI., 1975; Muller et aI., 1975; Be - Aller, 1973; Chlll ie
l~wski et aI., 1975; Ross and Aller, 1974; B - Wehl, 1974; Hall-Engvold (1975); 0 - Delon.: , . 
al., (1973); Si - Holweger (1973); K - De la Reza (in print); Ca - Holweger (1972); T1 - 1"0",' 

(1975); Mn - Margrave (1972); Fe - Lit.:s (I973); Huber and Tubbs (1973); Ross (197 3a, L). 
Ga - Mutschlecner (1972); Ge - Ross and Aller (1974); Y - Allen and Cowlt:y ll~7·i). 
Nb - Hauge and Youssef (1975); Ag - Ross and Aller (1972); Ba - Holweger and Mull"1 
(1974); Tm - Ross and Aller (1974); Pb, Th - Hauge and Sorli (1973); Bi - Hauge (1974). 

It,wllstigations for isotopic composition have been carried out in the case of Rb, Sr, Eu (Huw" 
1972 .. , b, c) and Sm (Ekeland and Haug~, 1975). Some attempts have also been made to del L', I 
l3C,110, 180, 3He(Hall, 1973, 1975) and also deuterium (Beckers, 1975). 

2. TIlE CHROMOSPHERE 
(~1. K. V. Dappu) 

A. SpICules 

Lynch et al. (1973) have measured spicule properties on much improved filtergrams obtalll' .1 
with the Sacramento Peak vacuum telescope. The average spicule diameter is 950 km well abm,' 
the instrumental resolution of 0.6". The variations of spicule diameter with height, wavelclIr I Ii 
and time are uncertain and de not confirm earlier reports of rapid spicule expansion. Dill" I 
counts referring to off-band filtergrams (Ho: ± 0.75 A; ± 1.0 A) and to an approximate heigh l III 
4000 km give spicule numbers that are three times larger than those reported before. A 1'1',11 

decrease in spicule numbers for low heights explains satisfactorily the appearance of the dall. 
band beyond the photospheric limb described by Loughhead (1969) and confirmed III 
Nikolskii and others. Mourafiian (1974) finds from a study of filtergrams that the most P" I 
bable value of inclination of spicules in relation to the normal to the solar surface is 25" ,lild 
that nearly 62% of all spicules have inclinations within ± 10° of this value. Escant and Mounul ill II 
have in progress a study of spicule spectra on the solar limb in K and D3 • 

Moe et al. (1975) have compared the spicule-like features well visible in He II 304 A Sl..ylill! 
spectroheliograms with spicules seen in Ho: filtergrams obtained simultaneously. No CUI 11'1 

pondence between the two is seen. However, 'this does not rule out the possibility that spicllit 'i, 

like prominences, may have differences in appearance when seen in He II and in Ho:. 
Banos (1973) has studied some properties of spicules at the limb through a K-filter. He flll,l~ 

these features in K to be inadequately resolved as compared to Ha. The ratio of sp\t'ut.! 
intensity to background intensity increases with height similar to the Ha behaviour, though II l' 
striking. The widths are larger than in Ha, though this needs to be re-examined under hI" h" 
conditions of observation. The lifetimes are of the order of 270 secs; these are the sam~ an (/11' 

lifetime of the flne bright mottles as determined by Bappu and Sivaraman (1971) and from tllll! 
aspect alone, both may be the same in identity. The velocity of ascent is similar to the av~ I~~r 
value derived in Ha. 

Alissandrakis (1973) has analyzed simultaneous spectra of spicules in Ha::, Hi3 and K, 0 htUlHlHI 
with a resolution of 1.5". A very good correlation in the structure of all three lines is seen. lit .. 
rotation velocities around the spicule axis must be small. Optical depth effects contribute lu tilt" 
lfu line widths. The broadening of the K line is mostly non-thermal. 

Zirin (l974a) has studied K line disc filtergrams and finds that while they produl'I' 1'1 
absorption, they occur in emission more often than in Ho:, especially near the limb. Hllj,llll_ 
'spicules and dark ones are seen over all elements of the K network similar to the Ha:: cuv\: hI" 
study of spicules and fibrils in Ha:: and K, Zirin (l974b) finds near the limb, bright Ho: fUllfil' ... 
at the bottom of dark spicules. In K both bottom and top of the features are bright. Thl'~\1 III~ 
also bright vertical features in Ha that are uniformly bright in K too. 
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Bohlin ct af. (1975) report a major new characteristic of the Sun's polar cap, which they term 
polar macro-spicules. In He II 304 A they appear as long pointed jets ranging in length from 5" 
to 60". The macro-spicules occm only over the polar cap as defined by the polar coronal hole 
r.een in UV spectra. No counterparts in the visible wavelength are seen and 10 nearly every 
characteristk: they are suhstantially different from the spicule seen in HCi. 

B. Supcrgrallu[atlOll 

Kubicela (1973) has evaluated spatIally the line of sight velocities within a supergranular cell. 
A tangential component to the horizontal supcrgranular motion is invoked that can be 
explained both in direction and magnitude by a Coriolis velocity. Local enhancements of 
velocity fields, especially of approach, have been observed to give rise to a rearrang.ement of the 
new supergranular boundary. The enhanced calcium network that outlines the supergranular 
boundary follows the velocity changes in time. Kubicela and Karabin have in progress a pro
gramme for measurement of these large-scale photospheric velocities. Detailed studies of super
granular dynamics coupled with simultaneous magnetic field and calcium intensity values are 
needed to understand the evolutionary aspects of the supergranule. 

Giovanelli (1974) has found that, over supergranule centres, the Ha: chromosphere has a fine 
slructure at line centre of similar scale to the photospheric granulation but having no geometri
cal correspondence with It. The chromospheric granulation can be seen wherever the fibrils are 
absent, or where there are gaps between the fibrils, so that it lies below .them. There is also a 
faint diffu~e structure visible in the Ha: line core and outlining the network; this may well be 
the interspicular absorbing material postulated by Michard to account for the central reversals 
seen in spicule Ha profiles. 

A first look at the supergranu!ar network from the Skylab scanning UV spectrometer in many 
wavelengths, that originate from different heights in the solar atmosphere, shows (Reeves ct at., 
1974) the preservation of spatial identity with changes in contrast, up to excitation tempe
ratures of 3 X 105 K. It diffuses rapidly and becomes unrecognizable at temperatures of 
1.5 X 106 K, suggestive of a substantial spread in the magnetic-field configuration at these 
heights. An interestmg feature is that individual bright points are seen unchanged in size 
through this entire range in height and temperature, indicating a localized channelling of mag
netic fields through coronal temperatures. Detailed analyses of Skylab data, pertaining to the 
chromosphenc network, its coronal extension and temporal changes in its structure, are in 
progress at Harvard. 

TIle association of the supergranule boundary with the formation of an active region finds 
li lrther support in a recent study by Born (1974). A rearrangement of the network pattern is 
seen with a new cell surrounding the actIve region. 

C. The COlltuwlHn 

Vernazza, Avrctt and Loeser (1975) have reviewed all available observations of the UV soll\r 
continuum as part of the development of a model of the photosphere and low chromosphere. 
Listed In measures of intensities and fluxes in the region 2000-3000 A are the recent v~\lues of 
Kohl c( a/., (1975) and of Heath (1973). Since heavy line blanketing occurs in this region one 
needs to have high-resolution observations to evaluate the continuum level. Tousey et al. (1974) 
have an extensive compilation for the region 2226 A to 2992 A. Less extensive lists in the 
2800 J\ region arc tho~t' of Greve, McKeith (1973) Greve and McKeith (1974). Recent ~1igrnatic 
spectra obtained by Samain et at. (1975) show a less pronounced decrease at the AI I 
photoioni7.ation edge than did earlier observations. Vemazza et al. find fair agreement between 
their model and the observations, provided line blanketing is adequately accounted for. With 
the use of improved Al I photoionization cross sections measured by Kohl and Parkinson 
(1973) they find good agreement between the observed and calculated continuum intensities 
near 2077 A.. 

Bonnet (1975) has reviewed recent progress in understanding the regions of origin for the 
emission between 1250 A to 2000 A. Available flux measures in this region are by Nishi (197 3), 
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Sa main et a1. (1975), Rottman (1974), Heroux et-al. (1975) and by Jordan and Rhhwll'y 
(1974). A compilation of low-resolution observations has been completed at the U.S. Nav,,1 
Research Laboratory and high-dispersion spectra are currently being reduced. McAllistel a III I 
Smith (1975) also list lines observed at high resolution in the vicinity of the Al I autoiollii'IIlI' 
lines between 1889 A and 1969 A. Line blanketing has to be evaluated carefully to have a I" II 1,1 
match bet ween theory and observation. This prestlnts the problem of the 'missing op,l\;i I Y' 
Vernazza et al. (1975) have taken account of line blanketing through the use of the eXlt~IIMV\' 
calculations of Kurucz (1974) and Kurucz et 01. (1974). Line-blanketed models have also Ih'('11 

discussed by Petrey mann (1974). However, It does appear that some opacity is still und," 
estimatl:u. Landi Degl'Innoccntl anu Nod t1973) consider negative ions other than Ir, tIVII 

photon processes, forbidden dissociation of H2 molecules, photo dissociation of molecules :11111 
absorptlon by quasi-molecules, bUl find them insufficient contributors. However, Drake (19".\ \ 
has suggested that electron-hydrogen photo-attachment giving rise to the 2p2 3 P stat~ of [I 
may btl important, and Krishnaswamy and Stecher (1974) have proposed H; in nOll-LTE a: •• 1 

pos:;ibk ~ourc(;. 
In lhl: fc!gion 1500 A to 1700 A. where the apparent brightness temperature passes thI'Ouglt iI 

minimum value, the recent observations now give agreement arollnd Tb == 4400 K. Verna:a:a "~I 
al. hav\! ~llOWIl the importance of non-LTE calculation for the principal opacity source, tilt.: Sl I 
continuulIl, They suggest that non-LTE tlffects cause the observed brightness tempc:ratuI~ to 1)(' 
higher lkll! the electron temperature ~alue of 4200 K derived from infra-red observations. Till' 
recent ."I..lrk of Brown ec al. (1974) in the laboratory and Moore et ai, (1975) shoulu greatly 
help cXl:nJeu studies of Si I level populations, Further progress in understanding the opacily 
sources L nl:cded before differenct!s between observed and theoretical centre-to-limb intcI1$Ity 
ratios call be ascribed to departures from the spherically symmetric homogeneous model. 
Howevc!l, inhomogeneities will have to be incorporated in future realistic models. Jordan and 
Ridgeley 0974) find that limb-to-disk observations made with thtl limb slit 4" above the limb 
show that continuous emission from material with Tb <. 5000 I( extends to heights of betweell 
2000 krn to 5000 km beyond the limb, values far in excess of 700 km predicted by HSRA for 
this temperature. This value is also above the average height of the chromosphere-corolla 
tranSItion region as derived from optically thin emission lines. 

Kurokawa et al. (I974) have analyzed flash spectra of the 1970 eclipse. Distributions of the 
surface briglltness of the continuum at six wavelengths in the visible reglOn show a shallow dip 
and a small hump that cannot be reproduced by any of the existing model atmospheres. Linsky 
(1973) hdS recalibrated solar microwave nux measurements (1 mm-3 em) using the Moon as an 
absolute radiometric standard. This will be useful for comparison with predictions of solar 
chromospheric models. Foukal (1974) considers a three-component concept to describe present 
observatIOns of the chromosphere and transltion region in EUV, optical and mm wave-lengths. 
The three components are the interiors of supergranular cells, the hot plagettes overlying 
faculae, and the cooler transient mottles which surround them in the network boundaries. Vall 
Dessel (1974) points out the improvement made by considering non-LTE effects in Fe I line 
formation with variation having a height dependence. 

D. Line Profiles and Spatial Inhomogeneities 

The Al I autoionization lines at 1932 Aand 1936A. have been observed by McAllister (1974) 
in a centre-to-limb study with 3' spatial and 0.01 A spectral resolution. Theoretical calculations 
by Finll and Jefferies (1974) of these line profiles show the non-LTE formulation to have 
better fit with either the Bilderberg or HSRA model, than an LTE calculation. However, a 
greater continuum opacity is needed than what is normally accounted for, in order to fit the 
limb-to-disk variation of the profiles. 

The Mg II lines at 2796 A and 2803 A have been extensively studied in recent years. Lemaire 
and Skumanich (1973) report on profiles observed with 7" resolution and moderate (0.25 A.) 
spectral resolution, and show examples of profiles in the supergranulation network, in cell
centres and in plage regions. ·Current models do not give a good fit to the profiles and it is 
difficult to deduce unambiguously which specific parameters in the models need to be 
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modified, Gouttebroze and Lemaire (1974) have analyzed these profiles and find that they are 
incompatible with those produced in a spherically symmetric atmosphere in which the source 
function is independent of frequency, The observations would suggest the presence of non
thermal motions of between 9-20 km S-I, preferentiaUy, in the vertical direction. Milkey and 
Mihalas (1974) have made a detailed study of the Mg II profile assuming partial rather than full 
redistribution in the line profile and improve the fit between observation and theory. They also 
suggest that a better theoretical value for the van deT Waals broadening in Mg II is needed 
before the line profiles can be used to refine existing solar models, Centre to limb observations 
including the Al J and Mg II lines have also been reported by Kohl et ai. (1975), 

Observations of profiles of lines of C I, S 1, C II, A III, Si II and Fe II have been made by 
Boland et al. (1973), (1975) with a spatial resolution of ~40" and high spectral resolution 
(0,03 A). Lines that arc estimated to be optically thin show approximately Gaussian profiles 
wUh widths that correspond to non-thermal velocities of between 4 km S-1 and 7 km S:-1 ,Lines 
which on the basis of current models would be expected to have high optical depths show 
pronounced self-reversals, The interpretation of these lines is complex because of the large 
range in height and temperature of the region formation. Jefferies and McAllister (1973) have 
also reported observations of profiles of Si II lines and Finn and McAllister are currently 
engaged on a non-LTE analysis of these and other Si II line profiles. Bruner et al. (1973) have 
also obtained line profiles of Ly-a and of the 0 I lines at 1304 A and 1306 A with 0,01 A and 
20" resolution. These show the correlation of decreased central reversals in these lines with 
bright regions of the calcium network. Milkey and Mihalas (1973) have also calculated the Ly-a 
profile allowing for partial redistribution and find again a better fit to the observations than by 
using filII redistribution. 

Livin~stoIl and White (1974) describe a spectrum obtained in very good seeing in the 5870 A 
region that probes the high photosphere through the low chromosphere. The stronger emission 
lil1('s show up velocity and brightness structures with sizes ranging from 500 to 1500 kIT!. The 
emission knots in Fe I and Ba I1lines coincide with continuum bright streaks. No correlation is 
cvil\cnt however, between structure in He I D3 , emission in Na I D2 and emission in the Fe I 
and Ba II lines as a group. Differences in line opacity are suggested as the cause of the low 
correlation between the fine structure in the various lines. 

From studies of the infra-red Ca II triplet, Mein (1971) finds a three-column model to 
describe the steady field of temperature, micro-turbulence and radial velocity fluctuations in 
the photosphere-chromosphere transition zone. 

Gebbie and Steinitz (1974) have investigated patterns in Ha spectroheliograms, and conclude 
that the Ha line source function in the quiet chromosphere is indirectly controlled hy the 
photospheric radiation fields in the Balmer and Paschen continua. Variations in the shape of the 
ahsnrptioll profile are extremely effective compared to changes in the source and sink tt'rm~. 
~ll)lIradian has in progress the simulation of the chromosphere by the Monte-Carlo metlwrl Tn 
c(1ll1pnting the emergent intensity of chromospheric orir-in at the limh, energy transfer in U'1 

lllhnmo!!eneou~ atmosphere is taken into account with different physical parameters h~ving 
different distribution functions. 

From a study of contra.~t of bright and dark mottles in Ha as a function of wavelength, Bray 
(1973) finds it to be in good agreement with Becker's 'cloud' model. The values of source 
function and optical thickness derived seem consistent with Becker's spicule model. However 
the spicule model finds little agreement with observations when similar measures of contrast are 
calTied out at the limb (Loughhead, t 973). The bright mottles seen beyond the limb reveal no 
('vjrft'nee of a systematic upward or downward motion persisting throughout the mottle lifetime 
(L(\Ilp,hhead, 1974) though a short period vertical oscillation of low velocity is not excluded. 

MC'in and Mein (1975) have derived intensity curves at different wavelengths in limb spe.ctra 
of Ha, H{3 ~nd H-y. Between 2000 and 6000 km above the limb the average thermal, together 
with turbulent, velocity of the atoms increases from 20 km s- 1 to 30 km s-l. The Meins aim to 
derive an inhomogeneous model chromosphere, Sivaraman and Venkitachalam (1975) have 
completed a ~tudy of intensity fluctuations as seen in the first four members of the Balmer 
series, The dependence of the rms brightness fluctuations on heliocentric angle and !::,'lI, positions 
y,ithin the line profile, as well as the contributions, by structures of different sizes, to these 
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fluctuations are estimated. 
Then: has been interest in recent years in the study of the Ca II K line on the solar disc. 

Punt:tha (1974a) has studied nns as well as power alld coherence spectra of intensity variations. 
Grossmann-Doerth et al. (1974) present results that improve available information on statistical 
steady-state conditions as inferred from K spectru. In the supergranule interior, the profiles 
with violet single peak, the double peak and no peak at all dominate; in the cell boundary lhe 
double peak is most common. In both locations thl: red single peak is rdativdy rale. The 
eotnp,llisun of the single peak line profil~~ with model computation shows the presence of 
non-uniform large-scale velocity fields In tit.: (·hromosphure. In d!scussmg the formation of 
Ca 11 K, Vardavas and Cram (1974) point Ollt the need to consider the frequency dependence 
of line sourCu function in quantative models. Ayres and Linsky (197 Sa) have analyzed the Mg 11 
resonallC" line prufiles as well liS those of Ca II with thl! :rill of a partial frcljutlncy redistributioll 
fornlulativn. They give strung tlvidcnct: for a temperature minimum nc:.!r 4350 K anJ a top 
chrolnospheric preliSure of 0.15 dyne em -2. 

Ullllo.;;/u,(:idI:I (I974) has 011 the basis 01 llSRA tlv:uuated the radiation loss of the 301al' 
ehIomo!:[JIH:ce. H.: considers the short pelioJ Jcouslic wavl.! theory to be a sufficient mechanism 
10 b..ll .. nc.: the chromospheric raJiatiotl loss. 

Harv(:y, Hall anu Giovanelli have ~tudied the 1 0 ~30 A helium line, concluding that trle 
anom&ll)u', ratio vf the strengths of thl! t \I'v components is due, in the w.:akest n::gions, to faint 
uncolre..:t.:.! ulcnJs; elsewherl.l, the rel.llion bel WI!CD thu intensity ant.! nUl anomalous latio of 
the t\"/O c()lI1pon~nts can ~e explained ouly if the absorbing elements ale resolvtld incom
pletely. Iii ..:ouforrnity with many eclipse observations, they find that the widths of 10 830 A, 
P'yand (u II ~s4:!A are compatible only if they arl.! effectively non-thermal out to at least 
5000 km, the rms velocities being some 20 km S-I. Milkey has found that He II 304 A photons 
may provide a reasonably effective means of pumping the He I ionization in the regions where 
the 10 830 A. line and other observable transitions are formed. Streete and Tandberg-Hanssen 
(1974) have obtamed the helium triplet/singlet line intensity ratio 1108301120581 at the 
eclipse of 1973, June 30. A lower limit of 60 was found indicating a relative overpopulation of 
the 23 P level. 

Harvey in collaboration with several ATM teams has examined ground-based observations of 
helium lines with simultaneous X-ray observations from American Science and Engineering ami 
EUV slitlcs~ spectrograms from the N<lvul !<c'.curch L'lhoratlJfY. Thl'~I' SlIp)loll till' ilk-u 
IlIlv'lIleel! j,v (;ohllll',JK III 11).1'1 t1wt IlIl'l.\, hdHIlH hll.:~ ,Ill: ~1~lIif1caIiUy COllllUlh:u uy ruulaliull 
oIlIbULg at luuch higher temperatures than the regions where helium is observed. As a result, it is 
possible to uetect coronal holes and bright points with helium observations. These phenomena 
appear to be basically magnetic in origin. The exact association of magnetic fields with coronal 
holes remains elusive. Studies by AS & E of X-ray bright points and by Harvey, Harvey and 
Martin of short lived bipolar mugnetic legiom Jeflllilely confirm the X-ray bright points to be 
associated with small magnetic active regions. Harvey's study of 10 830 A spectroheliograms 
shows that polar coronal holes remain strong but equatorial coronal holes hav;: n~arly vanished 
~ solar activity continues its decline toward sunspot minimum; this is suggestive that coronal 
holes, ;:xcept at the poles, are one of the last vestiges of solar activity. 

E. 1'emporul Varlutions 

Temporal variations in the K line have been analysed by Punetha (l974b) from a short time 
series. Nicole Mein is presently analysing a very good time sequence obtained simultaneously (If 
Bet and the Ca n lines (H, K, ~4'.lS, 85·l'2) for tilL' ~tully ()f propagation of waves with a perlod 
much less than one minute. tiu (1974) finds intensity perturbations in. the K line that propa
gate from the far wing towards the lillt: core.' The perturbation is a local heating in the 
chromosphere due to an upward propagating disturbance generated in the lower layers. Liu and 

.Skumanich (1974) have synthesized K-line profiles for the different evolutionary stages with 
physical parameters specified as functions of height. A temperature disturbance matches the 
observations well, though the mode of heating needs to be established. The disturbance may 
very well be magnetosonic. The study of evolutionary behaviour (Cram, 1975) of the emission 
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in K and 8542 A. shows the localized enhancement to be associated with an outwardly propa
gating wave. Beckers and Artzner (1974) have studied the properties of the dark structures seen 
in the Kl line wing using those that move outwards in the solar atmosphere with appreciable 
velocity. These dark features seem related to the bright ones found by Liu, and both may be 
related to the shocks that heat the chromosphere and corona. Sivaraman and Venldtachalam 
have a similar study in progress of the bright points as seen in the H line of Ca II. The 
simultaneous study of the impulse as seen in a nf."ighbouring Fe I line enables the travel of the 
impulse to be seen with height in the atmosphere. The average lifetime of the bright points is 
100 s and at the conclusion of the brightness enhancement a dark streak is seen which also 
disappears in about (he same time. 

The type of waves to be observed in the quiet Hex chromosphere has been studied by 
Giovanelli (l975a) using methods which show their line-of-sight velocities (i) the chromospheric 
granulation exhibits vertical velocities of a quasi-oscillatory character but without any horizon
tal propagation, the characteristic periods being upwards of 2.5 min. Adjacent points appear to 
have quite independent periods. There is a close relation between intensity at line centre and 
velocity maximum v occurring about 114 after maximum downward v. The correlation is charac
teristic of a standing wave and suggests that httle energy is transferred into the corona. (ii) 
Non-sinusoidal waves propagate predominantly ,outwards along mottles and fibrils from as close 
as 2000 km to the network axis at propagation speed of around 70 km 5-1. The line-of-sight 
component of the displacement velocity is ~5 km S·l. The velocities are accompanied by pro
pagating intensity fluctuations. Similar waves have been seen propagating mainly outwards 
along superpenumbral fibrils. The system appears to be basically of the Alfven type and carries 
enough energy up into but not down from the higher regions, where it is presumably dissipated, 
to account for coronal heating. 

F. The Sun as a Star 

In a programme to measure long-term variability of the solar Ca II K line, White and Living
ston have fOllnd that the structure of the K line is most symmetrical at solar maximum. To 
relate this result to new OSO-8 data, White is also searching for correlation between the Ca II K 
and Mg II K (2796 A) lines as a function of activity on the Sun's surface. It may then be 
possible to observe 'solar cycles' on other stars by means of satellite monitoring of stellar Mg II 
K lines. Bappu and Sivaraman have monitored photographically the K line in integrated sunlight 
for nearly half a cycle. The Kz V emission continues to be greater that K2R during this period. 
The widths measured by a micrometer, as in the stellar case, are larger than in the case of the 
bright fine mottles over the centre of the disk (Bappu and Sivaraman, 1971). This is principally 
due to solar rotation and demonstrates the need to evaluate the rotation characteristic in the 
stars along with the K-line widths, especially in the calibration with absolute magnitlJde. 

Macris (1974) finds the intensity of Km chrom aspheric flocculi to background chro mosphere 
at the centre of solar disk, to be 1.482. TIus value is of interest to those monitonng lotal K232 

intensity as a function of solar cycle. Ayres and Linsky (l975b) have studied the f')Hnation of 
He: in the Sun and m 0: Bootis. In the Sun, the line is in absorption and the source function is 
dominated by the Balmer continuum (formed in the photosphere) through photoionization. In 
(( Bootis the Balmer continuum radiation field is formed partly in the chromosphere, producing 
He emission in the wing of the Ca II H line. 

3. THE TRANSITION REGION AND INNER CORONA 
(C. Jordan) 

A. The Structure and Heating of the Quiet Atmosphere 

The starting point for many models of the temperature and density structure of the transition 
region and inner corona, when made from EUV observations, is the distribution with tempe
rature of the emission measure J RN~ dh, which can be derived from each spectral line. FUrther 
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